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SIMPLY INCREDIBLE SOFTWAREl

Incredibly Accurate

Incredibly Popular

With the new dynamic search method, possibly the fastest noise
control software on the market!

Mesh maps, hot spots, dynamic search and extensive testing for
utmost accuracy according to the 50+ standards.

Stunning graphics logical for everyone, Spreadsheet for multiple
results, Documentation with advanced formatting, User de�nable
templates and much, much more.

Nearly 5000 users in 50+ countries, Used by governments,
consultants and researchers, Available in European, Asian and
soon Arabic languages
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LARGEST NOISE MAP
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AND THE WORLD’S

Haven’t you heard? They used SoundPLAN!



For further information please contact:

Highlights of SoundPLAN Version 7.0
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The SoundPLAN Indoor factory noise
model has been completely reworked
to include any floor plan of a factory
building and screening with full and half
height walls. (See details in the
separate sheet for indoor noise
modeling.)

Major additions can also be found in the
GeoDatabase. The new Object
Explorer allows the objects descriptive

at t r ibu tes to be v iewed and
manipulated in a spreadsheet format.
Sort functions and a built in formula
interpreter allow for maximum
flexibility in documenting and adjusting
attributes.

Unlimited zooming is new in the Geo-
Database. In a country size project
zoom down to the smallest house
without declaring a new view-port.

The licensing structure introduces a
borrow function for network licenses
so you can work independent of the
network when you travel or need to
visit your clients.

There are too many innovations in
Version 7 to list them all. Hands on
evaluations can give you the full
picture. Email for a free demo CD
today.
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WA 98584, USA
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Although SoundPLAN is already the
most flexible and one of the fastest
programs of its kind, version 7
represents another big step forward for
noise control software. The main focus
of this version is the new calculation
core employing the Dynamic Search
scanning method. Using the principle
of divide and conquer, it is now
possible to calculate huge noise maps
(SoundPLAN 7 was chosen for the
world‘s biggest noise map, the railway
noise map for all of Germany) with
complex geometry and complex
simulation standards (Nord 2000,

TNM…) and to simulate details
previously not possible in such
programs.

With the new floating screening
objects, cantilevered and curved
barriers, and the ability to combine
solid objects into complex structures,
there is no longer any limit to the
complexity of a scenario. Screening
can be evaluated over, under and
around all objects.

The new Dynamic Search method
ranks all sources for each receiver
and calculates them depending on the

predicted contribution to the noise
level. With help of a defined margin of
uncertainty, sources are either fully
calculated, interpolated or omitted. As
the new ranking procedure requires
each source to be evaluated
individually, SoundPLAN adapted the
projection method for all objects
between source and receiver.
SoundPLAN is now multiple times
faster than before with even greater
accuracy. With single and multiple
reflections the calculation speed is
simply stunning. Check it out and
compare for yourself!

Certified according to ISO 9001:2000

Detail from the German-
wide train noise map

Cartography; Expert System for
Industrial Noise; Animated Noise
Maps; Noise transmission inside to
outside; Wall Design and Expert
System cost/effectiveness calc-
ulations; Situations and Geo-Files to
organize a project; Calculations hosted
in built in Spreadsheet for multiple
results, with all setting saved and given
to the result files for a run documen-

tation; Extensive documentation
features where results contain all
evidence how they were created, what
data went into them, etc.; User defined
templates in Graphics, Spreadsheet
and Documentation; Meshed Noise
Map to calculate city noise projects
with better quality and the ability to
produce maps frequency by frequency
from the same calculation; Industrial

noise with 3rd octaves, octaves and
mean frequency; Histograms for time
variant sources; Full spherical
directivity for industrial sources and
frequency by frequency; Contour lines
with Bezier algorithms; Calculate and
keep multiple Grid Noise Maps or
Facade Noise Maps or Cross-section
Maps in the same project and display
them at will in the graphics and more...
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SoundPLAN was successfully used for
the world’s largest noise map, the
comprehensive noise mapping of the
railways of Germany. Germany has the
6th most railway in the world, preceded
by the EU, USA, Russia, China and
India. 12,000 kilometers of railway
were mapped, including 11 GB of
terrain information, 8 million buildings
and 36 million receiver points.All of this
was calculated on 4 personal
computers in less than 30 days run
time using 32-bit WindowsXP. The new
Dynamic Search method was used.
This method makes it possible to

calculate huge, complex noise maps
and to simulate details previously not
possible in noise control software. It
was adapted for all other noise source
types. SoundPLAN is now multiple
times faster with even greater
accuracy. It is practical to map any
size project regardless of terrain or
structural complexity, with any
number of noise types (road, rail,
aircraft, industry...) and any number of
sources, in a timely, efficient manner
as SoundPLAN demonstrated with its
noise mapping of the German railway
system.

Certified according to ISO 9001:2000

For further information please contact:

Mapping the railways of Germany

Why pay more for less? Following are features unique to SoundPLAN:

Noise mapping conducted by PÖYRY
on behalf of the Eisenbahnbundesamt.
Database and viewer supplied by
Intergraph. The viewer is on the web.

http://laermkartierung.eisenbahn-bundesamt.de/ebaviewer2/
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